
A one-stop-shop collating links and resources being shared
Tools & platforms for running class
Digital platform Link what DF methods might it be good for? Keywords Pro's Con's Notes
Canvas - collaboratin ultra COLLABORATION - existing system students use, familiar & integrated ?
Canvas open chat / conferences Student group chat room via Big Blue Button 

(open sorce web conferencing system) https:
//bigbluebutton.org/

COLLABORATION - students can engage with their group members remotely ?

Miro, online whiteboard https://miro.com/ brainstorming, ideation (text and images) COLLABORATION - has free version that can be played with. 
- Swinburne online has licenses we may be able to access
- Has an on demand educational version for students and 
faculty members

free version limited.

Otter - recording app https://otter.ai/ presentation alternatives, user interviews COLLABORATION recording voice, screens, meetings, lectures, interviews, 
presentations. CAN TRANSCRIBE and is supposed to be 
reasonable accurate

?

Narrated Powerpoint presentation alternatives COLLABORATION
Camtasia (Ali tuts) https://www.youtube.

com/playlist?
list=PLC6IHfONjkrvMAGzr
dM3dMXp-kYDCBEfB

Online lectures COLLABORATION - we can share powerpoints and talk students through 
them, like we would a lecture in class. - asynchronous 
videos when we want to upload a lecture for students to 
watch in own time

MS Teams Student group chats and collaboration PRESENTATION Swinburne supports Microsoft tools, there is apparently a 
great whiteboard/online collaboration tool available

All features, such as the whiteboard, work the best if 
everyone has downloaded the app and preferably has 
touchscreen/stylus pens. Hence, might require lot of 
tech to take all benefits out of this.

Tiina has heard comments from a 
freelancer who used this tool to 
collaborate with her clients.

Fun Retro https://funretro.io/ Ideation, collaboration, group work PRESENTATION Recommended by a service designer in industry, great 
way to ideate and collaborate, has features to merge 
topics together and do synthesis.

?? haven't used this so no personal experience Tiina got this as a 
recommendation from a friend.

Zoom Group work, collaboration PRESENTATION Ability to create chat rooms/personal meeting rooms to 
enable for large chats and group work; Breakout sesssion 
to devide larger group in subgroups. Also easy integration 
into slack

In the free version only limited capabilities 

Leocad https://www.leocad.org/ Prototyping, making things visual PRESENTATION Building virtual models with lego bricks. Enhancing 
understanding amongst the team though prototyping and 
making things visual

?? ADF team recommending in their 
Whatsapp Rumble

SAP Scenes https://experience.sap.
com/designservices/resou
rces/scenes

Empathising, understanding of users, 
storytelling

PROTOTYPING Creating user joruneys and maps online; can also be print 
out by students and use in a physical version at home

ADF team recommending in their 
Whatsapp Rumble

Mural https://mural.co/ Digital collaboration space QUIZZES AND INTERVIEWS Enables collaboration and visualisation online; Also 
provides a lot of templates and templates can easily be 
imported; Virtual Warm-up are possibe

Not free (Educational License on request for up to 35 
users)

ADF team recommending in their 
Whatsapp Rumble; inno.space is 
making very good first experience

Kahoot https://kahoot.it/ Quizes, surveys, data gathering (and fun) QUIZZES AND INTERVIEWS Gamified surveys. Easy to set up a survey, allows the use 
of many visuals, instant feedback of the right answer

Not sure if very useful in an online context, most seen 
this used in large events/conferences/classrooms 
where people come together.

FocusGroupIt https://www.focusgroupit.
com/

Focus groups, harvesting content from 
groups

TEAMBUILDING Helps to synthethise data and get everyones voices heard ?? Was mentioned in a Zoom call by 
an external as a way to facilitate 
data gathering and synthesis from 
workshops (TT)

IdeaFlip ideaflip.com Collaboration and idea generation VIDEO AND GROUP CHATS No experience using this ?? ADF team recommending in their 
Whatsapp Rumble

Panopto record, live stream, manage, and share 
videos

VIDEO AND GROUP CHATS

Conceptboard https://conceptboard.
com/blog/icebreakers-in-
virtual-teams/

Virtual icebreakers/warmups VISUALISATION Free templates. Teambuilding and tuning in before a 
virtual session

Ideaclouds https://www.ideaclouds.
net/

collaboration tool for digital workshops and 
online brainstorming

COLLABORATION shared whiteboard for working simultaneously. Exchange 
ideas, develop concepts or collect feedback nd export 
everything as Excel, Word or PDF file.

??                                                                    

Google Draw https://docs.google.
com/drawings

Collaboration tool for brain writing and 
visualizing

COLLABORATION Superaccessible environment. Familiar since it works like 
google docs, which most people have used before, so 
hardly any learning curve. No new login. Easy to resize 
canvas.

Limited compared to miro/mural, which has more 
advanced functions. Less of a whiteboard feel.

Slido https://www.sli.do Tool for audience participation PRESENTATION Easily accessible, also on smartphone, in case laptop is 
already used for Zoom/browsing, etc. Easy to do polls, 
Q&As, short quizzes.


